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Southern Plantation Owners Used "King
Cotton" to Justify Slavery

"The cotton planter and his pickers" is written on this photograph taken by H. Tees in West Point, Mississippi. It is a postcard showing a
white man holding a shotgun and a dog, with African-American men, women and children in a cotton field in 1908, more than 40 years after
the Civil War had ended and slavery was abolished. From the Library of Congress

Seeds made up two-thirds of cotton. Pulling them out is harder than it looks. In the 1700s, cotton

was expensive, because it took many hours to pick out the seeds. All that changed with the

invention of the cotton gin. The machine combed through cotton to separate out the seeds. By the

end of the 1700s, cotton fabric became very popular. With the cotton gin, Southern plantations

could now sell cotton to the entire world.

Eli Whitney invents the cotton gin

The man who invented the cotton gin was the son of a Massachusetts farmer. His name was Eli

Whitney. After graduating from college, he went South. In 1792, stayed at a plantation in Georgia.

There, Whitney invented the machine that changed the world. Whitney's cotton gin moved stiff,

brush-like teeth though the raw cotton. The teeth removed most of the seeds. Before the cotton

gin, it took up to 10 hours to pick the seeds from a pound of cotton. It cost so much that plantation
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owners couldn't make much money on their cotton crop. The cotton gin was able to produce a

thousand pounds of cotton each day for very little money.

In the year the cotton gin was invented, the United

States exported about 138,000 pounds of cotton to

other countries. Two years later, it sold 1,600,000

pounds to countries around the world. Before the gin,

leaders of the country thought that slavery would

slowly disappear. When they realized that slaves could

be used to grow millions of pounds of cotton, they

changed their minds. Eli Whitney never made a penny

on his invention. It was widely copied before he could

protect his idea. However, he did grow rich by

inventing the milling machine to make rifles. The

milling machine made all kinds of factories work better, and was important to the Industrial

Revolution in the North.

The South uses King Cotton to justify slavery

Some Southerner slave-owners, including George Washington and Thomas Jefferson, had seen

slavery as evil. They thought it would eventually end. With the rise of cotton, this idea was

considered old-fashioned, and people decided that slavery was necessary. Cotton became king. It

made many Southerners very rich.

People had many arguments to defend slavery. They found arguments in the Bible and in history.

They even said slavery was good for slaves.

Defenders of slavery argued that the South depended on slavery to grow crops. Ending slavery

would kill the South's economy, and people would lose money.

Using history and religion to argue for slavery

Defenders of slavery argued that if slaves were freed, there would not be enough jobs for them all.

They said this would lead to violence and chaos. They argued that life should stay the same.

Slavery meant wealth and security for all free people.

Defenders of slavery argued that there was slavery through history. The Greeks had slaves, the

Romans had slaves, and the English had slavery until 1833.

Defenders of slavery argued that in the Old Testament of the Bible, Abraham owned slaves. In the

New Testament, people had slaves, and Jesus never spoke out against it.

Judges say slaves are property

Defenders of slavery pointed to the law. Judges declared that slaves were property, and the

Constitution protected slave owners' rights to their property.

Defenders of slavery argued that black people became Christians. This argument said that slavery

was a good thing for slaves. John C. Calhoun was vice president from 1825 to 1832. He was from

South Carolina and owned slaves. He said that slavery improved blacks in every way.
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Moving closer to the Civil War

Defenders of slavery argued that slaves were well cared for. They said that slave owners protected

and helped their slaves when they were sick and old. If a worker lost a job, no one helped him or

her.

Life in the South was based on slavery, and Southerners came up with a set of arguments to

support it. They felt even stronger about these arguments as the country moved closer to the Civil

War.
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Quiz

1 Which event happened first?

(A) Some Southern plantation owners, such as Thomas Jefferson, wanted to limit slavery.

(B) Southern plantation owners discovered they could produce more cotton than ever before.

(C) The production of cotton through slave labor became the basis of the Southern economy.

(D) Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin to increase the production of cotton in the United States.

2 Read the sentence from the first paragraph.

In the 1700s, cotton was expensive, because it took many hours to pick out the seeds.

Which word could replace "expensive" WITHOUT changing the meaning of the sentence?

(A) valuable

(B) special

(C) costly

(D) priceless

3 Which event brought more wealth to the South before the Civil War?

(A) the building of factories and cities

(B) the use of the cotton gin by slaves

(C) the milling machine and new parts

(D) the production of cotton without slaves

4 Read the paragraph from the section "The South uses King Cotton to justify slavery."

People had many arguments to defend slavery. They found arguments in the Bible and in history.
They even said slavery was good for slaves.

Which answer choice uses the word "arguments" in the SAME way it is used in the paragraph?

(A) The two brothers had lots of arguments over their toys.

(B) My friend and I have had some arguments about which book is more interesting.

(C) The arguments they had for making recess longer were good ones.

(D) They yell very loudly when they are having arguments.

5 Which question does the article answer?

(A) How did people challenge slavery in the South?

(B) Was slavery in the past similar to the practice of slavery in the South?

(C) Were slavery and cotton the foundation of Southern life before the Civil War?

(D) How did plantation owners in the South display new wealth from King Cotton?
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6 Based on the article, which of these statements would a slave owner MOST LIKELY agree with?

(A) Ending slavery would probably not affect the South's economy.

(B) If slaves were freed, there would be more jobs for white people.

(C) If slaves were freed, their lives would not improve.

(D) Ending slavery would probably improve the South's economy.

7 What did Southern leaders think of slavery?

(A) Slaves should enjoy the natural right to freedom.

(B) Slaves should have the same rights as other people.

(C) A society based on slavery cannot defend its practices.

(D) The end of slavery would harm the Southern economy.

8 Which sentence from the article BEST shows the author's point of view about slavery?

(A) They even said slavery was good for slaves.

(B) Slavery meant wealth and security for all free people.

(C) Judges declared that slaves were property, and the Constitution protected slave owners' rights to their
property.

(D) Life in the South was based on slavery, and Southerners came up with a set of arguments to support it.


